Motivated by the recent experimental observation of the half-quantized thermal Hall conductivity for the candidate material of the Kitaev spin liquid, α-RuCl3[ Y. Kasahara et al., Nature 559, 227 (2018)], we investigate effects of non-Kitaev exchange interactions, which exist in the real material, on the gapped chiral spin liquid state realized in the case with an applied magnetic field. It is found that off-diagonal exchange interactions arising from spin-orbit couplings enhance significantly the mass gap of Majorana fermions. This result provides a possible explanation for robust quantization of the thermal Hall conductivity observed in the above-mentioned experiment. Furthermore, we demonstrate that if the Kitaev spin liquid state and the zigzag antiferromagnetic order coexist around the border of these two phases, off-diagonal exchange interactions can induce Fermi surfaces of Majorana fermions, leading to a state similar to the U(1) spin liquid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum spin liquids (QSLs) are phases of magnetic materials with no conventional symmetry-breaking, but, instead, characterized by a topologically nontrivial ground state with excitation gap, or gapless excitations emerging from fractionalization of electron spins such as spinons. Exploration for spin liquid states in real magnetic materials is one of the most important longstanding issues of correlated electron systems.
1 The Kitaev honeycomb-lattice model is a two-dimensional (2D) exactly solvable model of a spin s = 1/2 quantum magnet which has a spin liquid ground state with no symmetrybreaking. 2 A key feature of the Kitaev model is the existence of a strongly anisotropic exchange interaction (socalled the Kitaev interaction) which depends on the direction of bonds on the honeycomb lattice, and suppress conventional magnetic long-range orders. In the ground state of the Kitaev model, there is no magnetic correlation beyond the distance between neighboring sites, and low-energy excitations are non-interacting gapless Majorana fermions. When time-reversal symmetry is broken by an applied magnetic field h = (h x , h y , h z ), Majorana fermions acquire energy gaps E g ∼ h x h y h z /|K| 2 with K the Kitaev interaction, and the system turns into a chiral spin liquid state characterized by a nonzero Chern number, which possesses gapless chiral Majorana edge states on open boundaries. In this chiral spin liquid state, the thermal Hall conductivity is quantized as κ = 
3-7
There are several candidate materials for the Kitaev honeycomb lattice model, in which the Kitaev interaction is realized by strong spin-orbit couplings. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Particularly, α-RuCl 3 is promising for the realization of a QSL state. 14, 15 This system exhibits an antiferromagnetic (AFM) long range order with zigzag spin structures at the temperature T ∼ 6 K. [16] [17] [18] [19] The AFM order, however, is destroyed by applying a magnetic field parallel to honeycomb layers. For the high field region, the realization of a spin liquid state has been suggested by extensive experimental studies such as neutron scattering measurements, NMR measurements, and specific heat measurement, 17, 19, 20 and also by subsequent theoretical studies. 21 Furthermore, the observation of the QSL phase under applied pressure was reported. 22 Recently, quantization of the thermal Hall conductivity was observed in this putative QSL phase by Kyoto group, which can be a strong evidence of the realization of the chiral spin liquid state. 23, 24 According to this experimental result, the thermal Hall conductivity is half-quantized in agreement with the above-mentioned prediction for temperatures below ∼ 5 K, and for magnetic fields perpendicular to the honeycomb plane h ⊥ ∼ 5 ∼ 7 T. This remarkable observation has inspired several theoretical studies which particularly focus on the role of phonon excitations for thermal transport. 25, 26 An important but puzzling feature of this experimental result is that the temperatures for which the quantized thermal Hall conductivity is observed are almost the same order as the energy scale of the Zeeman interaction due to the applied magnetic fields, which are believed to be an origin of the energy gap E g of Majorana fermions in the Kitaev model. Quantization of the thermal Hall conductivity is possible only for sufficiently low temperature regions k B T ≪ E g . Thus, the above experimental result suggests that the energy gap of Majorana fermions in the chiral spin liquid state of α-RuCl 3 should be significantly larger than E g ∼ h x h y h z /|K| 2 which is estimated for the ideal Kitaev model with the Zeeman term.
To understand the origin of the large energy gap of Majorana fermions, in this paper, we propose a scenario that the Majroana energy gap can be enhanced by nonKitaev off-diagonal exchange interactions which exist in the real material α-RuCl 3 . The off-diagonal exchange interactions arise from spin-orbit coupling, and according to ab initio studies, their magnitudes are not negligible compared to the Kitaev interaction and the Zeeman en-ergy due to applied magnetic fields. 27, 28 There are two types of the off-diagonal exchange interactions, i.e. the Γ term and the Γ ′ term. (see eq. (1)) Effects of the Γ term, the magnitude of which is comparable to the Kitaev interaction, have been extensively studied in previous studies. In fact, the Γ term is the origin of the zigzag AFM order of candidate materials for the Kitaev spin system.
11,29
On the other hand, the Γ ′ term, which is one order of magnitude smaller than the Γ term, has not been attracted much attention. In this paper, we show that the Γ ′ term combined with an external magnetic field can generate mass gap of Majorana fermions which is substantially larger than that generated solely by the magnetic field. Our findings explain qualitatively the origin of robust quantization of the thermal Hall effect against thermal excitations for temperatures comparable to the energy scale of the Zeeman interaction, observed in the experiment.
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Our results also imply that the off-diagonal exchange interactions drastically affect the band structure of Majorana fermions in the QSL state. Utilizing this property, we demonstrate that if the AFM zigzag order and the QSL state coexist around the border of these two phases, Fermi surfaces of Majorana fermions with finite areas, which consist of "electron"-like pockets and "hole"-like pockets can be realized. It is noteworthy that the Majorana Fermi surfaces have topological stability classified by the K theory. [30] [31] [32] The realization of the Majorana Fermi surfaces affects transport and thermodynamic properties of the Kitaev spin liquid in drastic ways.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss effects of off-diagonal exchange interactions on the energy gap of Majorana fermions, and show that they enhance the Majorana gap significantly. In Sec. III, it is shown that Fermi surfaces of Majorana fermions are induced by a combined effect of the off-diagonal exchange interactions and the coupling with magnetization due to the AFM order. Summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. STABILIZATION OF THE CHIRAL SPIN LIQUID STATE DUE TO OFF-DIAGONAL EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS
A. Enhanced energy gap of Majorana fermions due to off-diagonal exchange interactions
We consider non-Kitaev interactions in addition to the Kitaev interaction which exist in the target material α-RuCl 3 . According to an ab initio study, 27 the Hamiltonian for the 2D honeycomb-lattice plane in α-RuCl 3 is given by,
where S α i is an α = x, y, z component of an s = 1/2 spin operator at a site i. H J is the Heisenberg exchange interaction between the nearest neighbor sites, and H K is the Kitaev interaction between spins connected via α-bonds with α = x, y, z (see Fig.1 ). H Γ and H Γ ′ are symmetric off-diagonal exchange interactions arising from spin-orbit couplings. Similar ab initio Hamiltonian is also derived for another candidate material of the Kitaev spin system, Na 2 IrO 3 .
11,28 α-RuCl 3 exhibits the zigzag AFM order with the Neel temperature T N ∼ 6K.
14, [16] [17] [18] [19] The magnetic long-range order is destroyed by an applied magnetic field parallel to the honeycomb plane, which leads to the realization of a spin liquid state. 19, 20 Furthermore, as the applied magnetic field increases, quantization of the thermal Hall conductivity is observed, which implies the realization of the Kitaev spin liquid state with massive Majorana fermions. 23 To focus on the Kitaev spin liquid state, we assume that the Kitaev interaction term H K dominates the other terms, and deal with the other terms as perturbations.
FIG. 1:
x,y,z-bonds on the honeycomb lattice. The A sublattice sites and the B sub-lattice sites are, respectively, denoted as white and black circles. An example of the configuration of the sites i, j, and k for the third-order perturbation term eq. (9) The Kitaev Hamiltonian H K can be diagonalized by using Majorana fermion representation of spin operators, 
α j with i, j ∈ α-bond. The Z 2 gauge fieldsû ij are conserved, and can be replaced by the eigenvalues ±1. For K > 0 (K < 0), in the ground state, we can putû ij → 1 (−1), and hence,Â ij → 1 2 K (− 1 2 K). Then, eq. (7) is reduced to the Hamiltonian of free massless Majorana fermions which can be diagonalized in the momentum representation. When a magnetic field h = (h x , h y , h z ) satisfying h x h y h z = 0 is applied to the system, the Zeeman interaction,
generates the mass-gap of Majorana fermions in the bulk, and a chiral spin liquid state with chiral gapless Majorana edge states is realized. This chiral spin liquid state exhibits the quantum thermal Hall effect associated with a nonzero Chern number of the gapped Majorana fermion band. The mass term is obtained by perturbative calculation up to the third order in h α , which leads to three-spin interaction terms,
where i, j ∈ α-bond, and j, k ∈ β-bond with α = β, as depicted in Fig.1 . In terms of Majorana fields, H (3) is written into,
where
2 ), n 3 = −n 1 − n 2 , and m = 0 if the site i is on the A sub-lattice of the honeycomb lattice, and m = 1 if i is on the B sub-lattice. (see Fig.1 ). This term yields the Majorana mass gap
We, now, explore effects of the other terms in eq.(1) on the Kitaev spin liquid state. It is noted that the Heisenberg interaction H J , and the off-diagonal exchange interactions H Γ , H Γ ′ in eq. (1) do not allow the representation in terms of Majorana fermions c i couplied with the Z 2 gauge fieldsû ij , and also, these terms do not commute withû ij ; i.e. the Z 2 vortices (visons) are not conserved. Thus, we deal with these non-Kitaev interactions by using a perturbative calculation method. In the Kitaev spin liquid state which is the eigen state of visons, H J , H Γ , and H Γ ′ are irrelevant perturbations, provided that the magnitudes of the couplings J, Γ, and Γ ′ are sufficiently small; i.e. in the ground state of the Kitaev spin liquid withû ij = 1 (or −1) for any i, j, the average of the interactions H J , H Γ , and H Γ ′ are zero. The ab initio study for α-RuCl 3 implies that the magnitudes of J and Γ are comparable to or stronger than the Kitaev interaction. 27 For such large values of J and Γ, magnetically ordered phases are more stabilized than the QSL state, as elucidated by mean field analysis and exact diagonalization studies.
29 However, the recent experimental studies revealed that the AFM order is suppressed by an applied in-plane magnetic field, leading to the transition to the QSL phase. 19, 20, 23, 24 This observation implies that effective magnitudes of the couplings J, Γ, and Γ ′ are diminished by frustration raised by the applied magnetic field. Thus, our approach based on perturbative calculations is justified for the study of effects of the off-diagonal exchange interactions on the QSL state. The non-Kitaev interactions affect quantitative properties of the Kitaev spin liquid state in an important way. In particular, H Γ ′ combined with the Zeeman magnetic field can generate the mass gap up to the linear order in h α , which can be much larger than the mass gap due to eq.(10) generated solely by magnetic fields. Up to the second order in Γ ′ and h α , we have obtained three-spin interaction terms of the perturbed Hamiltonian which give the additional Majorana mass,
where i, j, and k are arranged in the same way as eq. (9) . An example of the configuration of the Γ ′ interaction and the Zeeman interaction is depicted in Fig.2 . In the ground state sector with no Z 2 vortex, this perturbed Hamiltonian expressed in terms of Majorana fields is given by,
where m = 0 (m = 1) if the sites i, k are on the A (B) sub-lattice of the honeycomb lattice. Thus, this term linear in h α gives the mass gap of Majorana fermions ∆ 1 ∼ Γ ′ h α /|K| in addition to ∆ 0 generated by eq.(10). The energy spectrum of Majorana fermions in this case is given by,
with
The off-diagonal exchange interaction changes the Majorana mass gap to ∆ 0 + ∆ 1 . In the case with Γ ′ < 0, the magnitude of the energy gap of Majorana fermions is enhanced by the off-diagonal exchange interaction, which leads to robust stability of the chiral spin liquid state with the half-quantized thermal Hall conductivity. In fact, this is indeed the case of α-RuCl 3 .
27 Since the above analysis is based on perturbative expansion in Γ ′ and h α , we can not obtain quantitative estimates of the mass enhancement due to the Γ ′ term. However, we would like to stress that this effect is substantial for material parameters of the candidate system α-RuCl 3 , as will be discussed in the next subsection. Furthermore, in contrast to eq.(10), which requires h x h y h z = 0 for non-zero energy gap, the mass-gap due to eq. (12) is finite for any direction of the magnetic field h.
FIG. 2: An example of Γ
′ interactions which generate the mass term ∼ i
It is notable that the other terms in eq. (1) combined with a magnetic field can not generate the mass gap of Majorana fermions up to linear order in the magnetic field. Thus, although the magnitude of Γ ′ is relatively smaller than K and Γ for the case of α-RuCl 3 , its impact on the Majorana gap is crucially important. Furthermore, the energy gap ∆ 1 (k) can be also enhanced by H Γ . The third order perturbative calculation in h α , Γ ′ , and Γ results in the correction to the mass term eq. (12) given by,
where i and k are the next-nearest neighbor sites. This term arises, for instance, from the combination of the interactions depicted in Fig.3 It is noted that for the case of α-RuCl 3 , Γ > 0, 27 and hence, this correction term enhances the magnitude of the Majorana mass gap, leading to the robust stability of the chiral spin liquid state characterized by the quantized thermal Hall effect.
B. Implication for the experimental observation of the quantum thermal Hall effect in α-RUCl3
According to the recent thermal transport measurement for α-RuCl 3 , the quantized thermal Hall conductivity, κ xy = πk 2 B T 12 , was observed for an applied magnetic field ranging from 4.5 to 7 Tesla (T) in the temperature region 4 ∼ 5 K; i.e. the Zeeman energy due to the applied magnetic field is almost the same order as k B T .
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On the other hand, the realization of the quantization requires temperatures sufficiently lower than the energy gap of Majorana fermions. Thus, the experimental result implies that the energy gap of Majorana fermions should be an order of magnitude larger than that obtained from H (3) , i.e. ∆ 0 ∼ 4h x h y h z /|K| 2 , the magnitude of which is much less than the Zeeman energy due to the magnetic field. Our result of the Majorana energy gap due to the symmetric off-diagonal exchange interaction provides a scenario that the enhanced Majorana gap ∆ 0 + ∆ 1 stabilizes the quantization for the thermal Hall effect even for temperatures comparable to the Zeeman energy due to applied fields. In fact, according to the ab initio study,
27

Γ
′ ∼ −1.0 ∼ −0.5 meV, and hence, ∆ 1 contributes significantly the robust stability of the quantization of the thermal Hall conductivity.
III. FIELD-INDUCED FERMI SURFACE OF MAJORANA FERMIONS IN THE COEXISTING PHASE OF THE SPIN LIQUID AND THE ZIG-ZAG ANTIFERROMAGNETIC ORDER
The result obtained in the previous section implies that any type of internal magnetic fields caused by magnetic order combined with the off-diagonal exchange interac-tion can drastically change energy band structures of Majorana fermions irrespective of the direction of the internal fields. In this section, we demonstrate that this mechanism changes the Majorana Fermi point at zero energy into the Fermi surface of Majorana fermions with finite surface areas in the coexisting phase of the zigzag AFM order and the spin liquid state. This scenario may be relevant to α-RuCl 3 , which exhibits the transition between the zigzag AFM phase and the QSL phase due to an applied magnetic field parallel to the honeycomb plane around ∼ 7 T. 19, 20, 33 If this transition is the first order, it is possible that honeycomb lattice layers with the zigzag AFM order and those with the spin liquid state may coexist. Then, a gapless spin liquid phase with the Majorana Fermi surface can be realized in the border between the AFM phase and the chiral spin liquid phase.
There are some preceding studies on the realization of Majorana Fermi surfaces in the Kitaev model; e.g. cases of a decorated square lattice and a three-dimensional hyperoctagon lattice. 34, 35 To this date, however, there are no real candidate materials with these lattice structures in which the Kitaev interaction is sufficiently strong. Thus, the result presented in this section provides a more realistic scenario for the realization of Majorana Fermi surfaces.
Recently, the realization of a U(1) spin liquid state with the spinon Fermi surface in the intermediate phase between the zigzag AFM ordered phase for low magnetic fields and a spin-polarized phase for high magnetic fields are proposed by several groups. [36] [37] [38] [39] The origin of the Fermi surface of Majorana fermions found here is quite different from these previous proposals.
A. Field-induced Fermi surface of Majorana fermions
We, first, clarify necessary conditions for the realization of the Majorana Fermi surface. Since the Hamiltonian of the Kitaev model with the mass term, H K +H (2) , expressed in terms of Majorana fields possesses particlehole symmetry, the emergence of the finite Fermi surface areas of the non-degenerate Majorana bands requires broken inversion symmetry. A simple way of breaking inversion symmetry in the Kitaev spin liquid state is to introduce an internal magnetic field due to a conventional collinear AFM order on the honeycomb lattice; i.e. spins on two sub-lattice of the honeycomb lattice are aligned in the opposite directions. We can easily verify that if the layer with the AFM order and the layer in the QSL state coexist, and are coupled via the exchange interaction, the internal field combined with the Γ ′ term gives rise to the energy shift of the Majorana cone band, leading to finite areas of Majorana Fermi surfaces. However, in the case of α-RuCl 3 , the AFM order has the zigzag structure, and this simple scenario is not applicable. In the case that the zigzag AFM ordered layer is coupled with the QSL layer, there are four inequivalent sites in a unit cell of the honeycomb lattice in the QSL layer. We examined the band structure of Majorana fermions in this coexistence phase numerically, and found that Majorana fermi surfaces do not appear. Thus, we consider a bit more complicated situation with multi-layers of honeycomb-lattice phases in which the zigzag AFM orders have different zigzag directions, which strengthens breaking of inversion symmetry. ) on the honeycomb lattice plane.
To be concrete, we consider a multi-layer structure composed of a QSL layer and three zigzag AFM layers with different zigzag directions along (1, 0) 
2 ) on the honeycomb lattice planes, as depicted in Fig. 4 .
40 To simplify the analysis, we assume that the exchange coupling between these ordered layers and the QSL layer are the same in the magnitude. This simplification is not essential for the realization of the Fermi surfaces, because, as will be elucidated below, the Majorana Fermi surfaces in the Kitaev spin liquid state has topological stability. The effective exchange fields acting on spins in the QSL layer have the spatial structure as shown in Fig.5 . We also add a uniform magnetic field h = h(cos θ, sin θ) applied parallel to the honeycomb lattice plane, where θ parametrizes the direction of the magnetic field on the honeycomb lattice plane.
40
It is found that Majorana Fermi surfaces appear in this case for sufficiently large couplings with the exchange fields. In Fig.6 , we show the calculated results of Fermi surfaces of Majorana fermions in the case with the exchange field h ex = 10|K| and the external magnetic field h = 2|K|, 3|K|, 4|K| and 5|K| applied parallel to (1, 0) direction. We used rather large values of h ex and |h| to make the size of the Fermi surfaces large enough to be visible. The Fermi surfaces consist of "electron"-like pockets and "hole"-like pockets. The shape of the Fermi surface notably depends on the direction of the applied magnetic field. In Fig.7 , we show the dependence of the Fermi surface on the magnetic field angle. Since the spatial structure of the exchange field breaks inversion symmetry as well as time-reversal symmetry, the asymmetric Fermi surfaces appear. It is noted that the Hamiltonian with multi-species of Majorana fermions for the multi-layer system is diagonalized by a unitary transformation, and hence, the Fermi surfaces are formed by complex fermions arising from the unitary transformation of the Majorana fermions. However, there is an important difference between our system and conventional complex fermion systems. Since our Hamiltonian possesses particle-hole symmetry, a complex fermion with a momentum k and an energy E k and that with a momentum −k and an energy −E k are not independent. The anti-commutation relation between these two fermions is nonzero. Nevertheless, as long as low-energy properties are concerned, and any interactions between these two fermions are neglected, the state with the Fermi surfaces can be regarded as a complex fermion system with U(1) symmetry. Thus, this state is similar to the U(1) spinon spin liquid discussed recently as a promising candidate of the intermediate phase between the zigzag AFM phase and a fully-spin-polarized phase. and protected against local perturbations by topological invariants. [30] [31] [32] Fermi surfaces in two dimensions can be classified by the homotopy group π 0 (H) with H the Hilbert space of the system; i.e. Fermi surfaces divide the momentum space into disconnected regions where a topological invariant takes different values, ensuring topological stability. In this argument, the stability of gapless states at each k-point on the Fermi surface is considered, and thus, symmetry operations which do not change the position of momentum k are relevant. For the case of the Majorana Fermi surface found in the previous section, the system has neither time-reversal symmetry nor inversion symmetry, and is classified as class A with no symmetry. Note that the particle-hole symmetry of the Kitaev Hamiltonian does not play any roles because of the above-mentioned reason. For class A, π 0 (H) = Z. Thus, the Majorana Fermi surface is protected by the Z invariant which is nothing but the total number of Fermi surfaces. 
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, effects of off-diagonal exchange interactions on the Kitaev spin liquid state is investigated. It is found that the off-diagonal exchange interactions can enhance significantly the magnitude of the mass gap of Majorana fermions generated by applied magnetic fields. This effect provides possible explanation of the robust quantization of the thermal Hall conductivity experimentally observed by Kyoto group.
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We have also revealed that in the vicinity of the phase boundary between the zigzag AFM phase and the QSL phase under applied magnetic fields, the Fermi surface of Majorana fermions can be realized. This phase is similar to the U(1) spinon spin liquid, since the Fermi surface is formed by complex fermions obeying usual anticommutation relations, as long as low-energy states in the vicinity of the Fermi surface is concerned.
It is noted that the diagonal and off-diagonal exchange interactions also generate mutual interactions between the complex fermions, which may induce the Fermi surface instability.
41 It is an interesting future issue to investigate possible phase transitions such as spin-Peierls instability of the Fermi surfaces.
